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ABSTRACT
Topographic maps are still in practice to delineate the channel and drainage network because
of its reliability of field observation. On large scale watershed, it is not practical to use these
maps because it requires time and expertise in digital conversion. While remote sensing data
provides the earth terrain information in form of Digital Elevation model (DEM), extraction
and delineation of drainage network is possible with various GIS software‟s. Due to high cost
and license for specific tools, commercial GIS software put the restriction for further
research. On the other hand free open source software (FOSS) GIS tools are equally able to
provide same solutions without any restriction of cost, licensing and access to full source
code but because these tools are relatively younger. In this study, GRASS GIS (FOSS GIS
tool) has been used for drainage network extraction for the Upper Betwa River basin in
Madhya Pradesh India using Cartosat-1 derived DEM data. This study attempts to investigate
the reliability and comprehensiveness of the free open source GIS software tools and to
demonstrate the capabilities of open source geospatial tools in drainage network extraction
which is important parameter for further analysis for water resource management.
KEYWORDS FOSS tools, drainage network, stream ordering, DEM, r,stream toolkit,
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INTRODUCTION
Water resource management applications vary from small watersheds to large river basins requires a
proper analysis of physical features of that particular area. For a river basin, the geomorphology
represent the important physical features which is vital in characteristic identification of natural
process i.e. runoff. drainage networks have a regular distinctive geometric relation and this is not only
important in identification of geomorphic process [1] but also important to determine the nature of
runoff. In a study of 90 basins in New England [2] two parameters first the Size of basin, second the
basin slope were identified in deep association with mean annual flood. Thus accurate drainage
network extraction is required and topographic maps have been used to delineate the drainage
network. Due to advances in remote sensing, most of the features collected in digital format which has
reduced the time to manually delineation/digitization of the features from topographic maps [3]. On
the other hand, GIS software tools have been used varying from data management to extensive
analysis and output generation. In the field of water resource management GIS functions/tools ranging
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from runoff estimation for flood management, sedimentation movement [4] to groundwater recharge.
GIS Tools are very crucial for gaining new knowledge and for decision support in site specific
approaches from spatial simulation [5]. These tools are available in two main categories
proprietary/commercial and open source software tools. While the commercial software comes with
expensive licenses and restricted to their own domain, their own file specification and features which
pose difficulty to work in collaborative distributed environment with stockholders .While
lower/cheaper commercial version confined to basic GIS functionalities. For complex analysis a
separate license required, and to distribute and disseminate the developed module again licenses
needed. Thus commercial products restricted the scope for further enhancement of methods and tools
for better approximation and implementation for new assumptions. These new assumptions passing
through trial and error phase and due to limited fund and finance it was not feasible to educational
institute and government organizations invest to promote such trial and error approaches. Fortunately,
at same time various research communities come together for a collaborative work platform and with
their open initiative of providing full access of software as well as source code. Researcher and
academician not only use these software‟s without any cost but they can contribute from their own
developed module to existing provided software tools [6]. In earth science field, the open source tools
are becoming popular day by day, because of their costless access and add on functionality with
community support.
In this study the main objective is to demonstrate the capability of open source tools in drainage
network extraction. Secondly, verification of the DEM Generated extracted network with observed
river network at topographic map scale i.e. 1:50,000 for providing an alternative digital approach over
the manual hand delineation approach.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
To analyze the various methods for quantitative analysis of drainage network GRASS GIS
has been used to derive these parameters. GRASS GIS almost have strong GIS functions
with other sophisticated features for sedimentation modelling, erosion modelling [7]
watershed modelling [8] TOPMODEL [9] absolutely for freedom of research as well free of
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cost. Both the software used to carry out the experiments for delineation of drainage network
of the study area.
MATERIAL / DATA USED
With the progress in satellite based remote sensing, the stereo mapping of earth terrain has
been developed. Digital elevation models (DEM) has been used widely for stream network
extraction and analysis of drainage mapping. In this study, Indian Remote sensing Cartosat-1
DEM has been used to derive the DEM for study area. Cartosat-1 is the only global stereo
capable satellite [12], [14], [15]. Now, it is downloadable from the NRSC‟s portal of Open
EO Data Archive NOEDA (http://bhuvan-noeda.nrsc.gov.in) without any cost for research
purpose.
GRASS GIS Version 6.5 SVN has used as open source FOSS tool with r.stream package.

Fig 1. DEM of study area

METHODS
Horton provided the theoretical background for quantitative analysis of geomorphologic
features for drainage network extraction. According to him the Drainage network should be
analyzed in two main aspects of hill slope and channel system for representation surface
runoff mechanism in any drainage basin [10]. On the basis of Horton‟s drainage network
hierarchy theory several important analytical tools evolved [16] [15]. With the help of DEM
and Geospatial tools the extraction of drainage network has been carried out. Several
algorithms have been proposed by scholars and geomorphologists to investigate river basin
structure for network tracing based on flow direction algorithms. These algorithms applied on
raster data to initiate the channel (CI) or Valley recognition (VR) methods, or in hybrid
manner. Channel initiation is strongly influenced on the local morphology [11]. Generally,
the Deterministic (D8) a popular single direction algorithm has been used and existing
software‟s are confined to it. In slope subsystem it is not successful to perform successful
mapping[ 18] on the other hand Multiple path algorithms give non natural result. For better
result both the algorithms could be used in conjunctive approach. GRASS GIS provides
Single (D8) and multiple (FD8) flow path, but with the third party software, this can be
extended [11].
Following procedure has been done to extract the drainage network (Based on hortan‟s
parameters) and terrain characterization in both of the software.

Drainage network extraction
1. Flow Direction
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(Fig 2) flow direction map from GRASS GIS .
It denotes the outflow of water away from the grid. There are 8 possible directions where
water can outflow from a cell. GRASS GIS, Use Multi Flow Direction and SFD (Single
flow Direction) determined by using 3X3 window around the current cell using D8
algorithm. Only differences that SFD allows one directional flow from one cell while
MFD allows many directional flow from one cell.

2. Flow Accumulation
According to the natural water flow, water always flows from upward to downward
direction. Similar approach has been adopted in ArcGIS TM to find flow accumulation.
After obtaining flow direction, the quantity of water in each cell has calculated and flow
accumulation has obtained. (Fig 3)

Fig 3. Flow Accumulation map

3. Stream characterization
For extraction of real drainage network from DEM threshold is the important
criteria. Stream initiation by done using threshold set the minimum number of
pixels for forming channels from flow accumulation value that will initiate a
new stream. in this study various threshold values used to characterize the
streams and compared with the observed river network from SOI toposheet at
1:50000 scale.
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Fig4. Observed stream Network

Fig.5 & 6.DEM Derived network at threshold
Value 175 and 150 respectively
It was found from visual analysis using various threshold values that stream network
extracted at threshold value 175 has maximum similarity with observed network at given
scale.

Stream order classification
A. Strahlar method
This is the most popular method proposed by Strahlar [16] in 1952.when same order
intersect then the stream order increases.

Fig.7 Strahlar method

B. Shreve method
This method is based on magnitude of river network, proposed by shreve [15]. All
links with no tributaries are a grouped in magnitude of first order.
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Fig.8 Shreve Method

C. Hack method
This method of ordering calculates main streams of main catchment and every sub
catchments. Main stream of every catchment is set to 1, and consequently all its tributaries
receive order 2. Their tributaries receive order 3 etc. The order of every stream remains
constant up to its initial link.

Fig .9 Hack Method

D. Horton method
There are no direct algorithms to order stream network as per Horton‟s concept. First it
requires to calculate Strahler's stream order and after recalculate to Horton ordering
(upstream) [11]. The important of Horton‟s ordering is that it generates natural stream
ordering with main streams and its tributaries.

Fig. 10 Horton Method

E. Topological Dimension method
This method of ordering calculates topological distance of every stream from catchment
outlet [11].
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Fig. 11 Topological dimension method
OBSERVATION PARAMETERS
1. Available functionality
GRASS GIS offers unmatched functionality with strong open source user and developer
community support. It provides complete tools for the quantitative analysis of drainage
and water shed analysis such as stream flow direction, flow accumulation, basin
delineation, drainage network extraction and stream network But recent development in
GRASS GIS offers r.stream toolkit [11] package provides the extended geometrical
features such as stream network orientation, inter stream angular relationship, and
channel curvature radius. This function presently is not available with other softwares.
2. User friendliness
In the beginning GRASS GIS was command based up to Version 4.0 but now it is
available with good GUI option in Tc/Tlk and Python based interface. An advance GUI
based modeller tool also has incorporated with GRASS GIS to use the functions in user
defined workflow.
3. Uses of System Resources
GRASS GIS support Large number of data sets via GDAL/OGR, full SQL language,
stable application program interface (API). Another good thing in GRASS GIS is use of
SEGMENT Library [11] which allows one to make calculations on very large raster map
without consuming large space in memory.
CONCLUSION
Although DEM is becoming a major source for providing the terrain characteristics and
drainage yet from Geomorphological point of view it has certain limitation in comparison of
real drainage network. However, extraction could be improved using advanced flow path
algorithms. In this regards two leading geospatial software tools has been used to derive the
Geomorphological parameters. Different ordering system included Horton, hack, and
Topological Diameter is available in GRASS GIS, presently not available in other software‟s
[11]. The open source platform extended the capability of Researchers with better operation
and functionality to other processes of water resource management. The results show that
GRASS GIS is sophisticated to derive the same output parameters and has even outperformed
in many ways especially in stream characterization. It has also been observed that GRASS
GIS could be easily integrated to other open source packages, for further enhancement.
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Research communities can use the open source tools in their research and even modify the
main source code for better implementation of their respective assumptions and
approximations. In Government organizations, open source geospatial tools could be more
vital for reducing the major expenditure of software deployment.
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